TERRASOURCE GLOBAL

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

Helping power, feed, and
build the world

Partner of choice in mission critical
material processing

ABOUT US
With over 10,000 installations across the globe, TerraSource Global continues to be a
partner of choice for companies across a wide variety of industries, including mining,
agriculture, energy, sawmills, pulp and paper, and more. Our trusted flagship brands
(Gundlach Crushers, Jeffrey Rader, and Pennsylvania Crusher) provide customers with
high-performance crushing, screening and feeding equipment, all backed by our Rapid
Response service, broad engineering expertise and precision OEM parts.
Our equipment line includes:
•
•
•

Size reduction equipment
Material handling equipment
Storage and reclaim equipment

•
•
•

Screening and processing equipment
Pneumatic conveyors
Feeders

OUR FLAGSHIP BRANDS

Our Gundlach Crushers brand is best known for its
single-stage, two-roll and two-stage, four-roll
crushers, which crush coal both at the mine mouth and
the preparation plant. Our roll crushers, cage mills and
other equipment are used by coal-fired power stations,
salt processing plants, fertilizer/potash manufacturing
facilities and various other operations throughout the
world to crush a wide array of materials.
Today the Gundlach Crushers brand is a global leader
in size reduction solutions and one that continues to
improve the way crushing equipment is being used to
meet customers’ unique requirements.
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Our industry-leading Jeffrey Rader brand
includes material handling systems and
equipment to unload, convey, screen and crush
many different bulk materials such as wood
chips and pellets, biomass, coal, alternative
fuels and other recyclables. The equipment
includes crushers, wood hogs, pneumatic
conveyors, rotary airlocks, screens, chain and
screw reclaimers, and TubeFeeders, as well as
metering and storage bins and silos.
Today you will find Jeffrey Rader equipment and
systems installed throughout the world,
providing reliable and cost-effective solution in
the pulp and paper, coal and biomass power,
aggregate, petrochemical, forest products,
mining industries, and more.

Our Pennsylvania Crusher brand includes our
impactors, granulators, hammermills, single roll
crushers, sizers, and POSIFLOWTM feeder for
coal and other minerals. These machines are
available in a wide variety of sizes and
configurations, each built-to order to meet
customer specifications. The unique
POSIFLOWTM displacement-action feeder uses
proprietary technology to eliminate fugitive
dust, provide consistent feeding, and increase
operational safety.
Since its inception, Pennsylvania Crusher has
been solving the crushing problems of
its customers with the most advanced
technology, the highest quality machinery and
unparalleled service. Today Pennsylvania
Crusher brand machines are found in 75% of
all power plants processing coal in the United
States and are used for multiple material
reduction and processing applications in 79
countries around the world.
Call toll-free at 855-483-7721 or email info@terrasource.com to find the sales representative nearest you.
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